
MAX10 FPGA Configuration Failure



Introduction

2 MAX10 FPGA are being used on a test board.

In order to configure the MAX10 devices on the test board, 
Quartus Prime Lite 17.1 Edition is being used to apply the JTAG 
mode to put the designed .pof file into both of the MAX10 devices
respectively.

However, one of the test board is unable to program nor configure

the designed .pof file into the MAX10 devices.

Since one of the test board was successfully enabled to program the 
.pof file, comparisons in Error ID and each FPGA signal line waveform

have been conducted to know what is the main cause of the failure. 



Investigation of Error ID

Board A (successful) Board B (failed)

Board A : Program/Configure 100% successful
Board B：Error (failed) occurred during configuring device on test board

Difference 
Occurred



Waveform comparison＠1s/div 1/2

Board A (successful) Board B (failed)

Board A and B have the same waveform at the beginning of the configuring MAX10 
devices. However, Board B unable to complete the configuring MAX10 devices.
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Waveform comparison＠1s/div 2/2

Board A (successful) Board B (failed)
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Board A have successfully performed 
the programming of designed .pof file 
into both of the MAX10 devices.

CONF_DONE pin MAX10 device in Board B is unable to release High 
signal thus failed to program the designed .pof file into the devices

TDI(JTAG→ISP_FPGA) signal is not being measured

TDO(ISP→OSP) signal is not being measured



Waveform comparison＠1s/div

Board A (successful) Board B (failed)
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TDO(OSP→JTAG) signal become normally 
high during configuration of the device in 
Board A.
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*TDI signal is not being measured
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Configuration time Error ID 209014 occurred

However, in Board B TDO(OSP→JTAG) signal
shown that there is abnormality occurred
before the error message is shown in the 
Quartus Prime Software.
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Q1: Regarding the strange waveform occurred at TDO output signal, is there any mode that TDO 
output signal becomes High Impedance state when failed to perform configuring device?

Q2: If there are any mode that makes TDO output signal of MAX10 devices become High Impedance, 
please let me know what triggers the above condition
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